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Altai Connects EUROGATE Terminal in Tangier  

 

EUROGATE is Europe's leading shipping company-independent container terminal and 

logistics group based in Bremen of Germany. EUROGATE operates terminals in Germany 

(Bremerhaven, Hamburg and Wilhelmshaven), 

Italy (La Spezia, Ravenna, Salerno), Morocco 

(Tangier), Cypress (Limassol), Portugal (Lisbon) 

and Russia (Ust-Luga). Altai has been 

appointed to deploy its wireless solution for 

EUROGATE’s terminal in Tangier.  

 

EUROGATE Tanger S.A. container terminal is 

located on the Strait of Gibraltar in Morocco 

and serves as a bridge between Africa and 

Europe. It is located in a free trade zone to the 

east of the city of Tangier. To provide a full 

range coverage for such a significant terminal, Altai has deployed its flagship A8 base 

stations for the yard area and IX500 for the indoor office areas.  
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Krysp Wireless and Wi-Fi NOW team up to promote Altai Super WiFi 

 

Krysp Wireless is Altai Technologies’ North America Master Distributor focused on building 

scaled distribution of Altai’s Super WiFi solution across the US and Canada. The company is 

now teaming up with 

Wi-Fi Now, an 

organization that is 

dedicated to support 

and promote all things 

Wi-Fi, to promote Altai’s 

outstanding wireless 

connectivity 

technology that is 

especially suitable for 

challenging RF 

environments such as container ports, industrial plants, farming operations, mining, 

underground complexes, marinas, and more.  

 

Over the course of next twelve months, Wi-Fi NOW will be zooming in on Altai Super WiFi use 

cases and capabilities exemplified by the deployments of Krysp Wireless. 

 

 

 

 

 

Altai at LOGTECH Expo in Hong Kong 

 

Altai participated in the LOGTECH Expo organized by the Transport and Housing Bureau and 

Hong Kong Productivity Council on 15 

Oct 2021. The goal of this event is to keep 

the logistics SMEs updated of the latest 

technological trends of the sector, and to 

encourage their application for funding 

from the Pilot Subsidy Scheme for Third-

party Logistics Service Providers. As a 

digitalization enabler with numerous 

success cases of improved productivity in 

logistics centres, Altai was invited by the 

organizer as one of the exhibitors and 

speakers at this event.  
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Altai has displayed its flagship A8 base station at the exhibition and Altai’s Vice President of 

Business Development, Ken Leung, presented Altai’s technology and its applications in 

logistics industry. Visitors were fascinated by Altai’s proven wireless technology and how 

widely it can be applied in different scenarios.  

 

 

 

 

 

Please connect with Altai to learn more.  

 

Contact Altai by Email → info@altaitechnologies.com 

 

Please join our forum today! → facebook.com/groups/652109398848119 

 

Follow Altai on social media! 

     

 

Unit 209, 2/F, Lakeside 2, Hong Kong Science Park, Shatin, Hong Kong 

Tel: +852 3758 6000 Fax: +852 2607 4021 Email: mktg@altaitechnologies.com 

www.altaitechnologies.com 
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